Global Logistics is a private owned Kuwait based company specialized in logistics services in the Middle East region as well as global opportunities.

Founded in 1985 as a local transporter, later on expanded to a more complex and sensitive services company which positioned the company to become a Third-Party Logistics provider.

Global is considered one of the local pioneers in the field of logistics outsourcing used by major manufacturers and exporters in Kuwait. It has the facility of providing both tailored logistics solutions and generic services. Global is determinedly committed to provide high quality, cost effective and integrated solutions tailored to meet customers’ needs as it is a complete solution provider.

“Our logistics solutions that will run your business”
GLOBAL VALUES

MISSION
To become a leading Third-Party Logistics Provider in the region based upon a total commitment to quality throughout the entire organization.

VISION
To provide our customers with reliable, cost effective and innovative logistics solutions. Hence, earning the trust of our customers through hard work and dedication to maintain the highest standards of honesty, integrity and professionalism.
CORE PRODUCTS & SERVICES

- Overland Transportation
- Warehousing management and distribution
- Custom clearance
- Documentation
- Import and Export - Freight forwarding
- Supply Chain Consulting services
- Bonded Warehousing
- Free Zone-To-Free zone operations
- Automated Vehicle Tracking System
- Customized Logistics solutions

TAKEING A CLOSER LOOK

Global Logistics has consistently outperformed its competition to maintain leadership in the overland export transportation market, as well as other specialized services:

- Ranked #1 in Kuwait’s Overland export market
- A well-established and experienced pharmaceutical logistics provider in Kuwait
- Controls significant share of sided-truck spot market business in Kuwait
- Major player in Overland Export/Import shipments in the GCC
- Capable of performing overland bridges and trans-shipments between ports.
- Able to provide all forms of storage/warehousing i.e. closed, open-yard, temp. control, chilled, etc.
- Can provide tailor made solutions with innovative ideas
WHAT MAKES US DIFFERENT?

We fully understand and utilize the outsourcing concept. Doing so, earned us our customers trust and long term relationship because we focus on:

- Minimize customer’s operation cost.
- Eliminate their heavy liability.
- Behind the scene operations, giving clients the time to focus on their core competency.
- Partnership relations with customers to strategize, build and maintain their business.

All of this, with a very low assets base and effective cost structure.

THE RIGHT WORKING

Our business is to make sure the RIGHT item in the RIGHT quantity at the RIGHT time at the RIGHT place for the RIGHT price in the RIGHT condition reaches the RIGHT customer.....
PROVEN ASSETS

- Talented, caring employees with deep, domain expertise
- Trucks / Trailers (Flatbeds, Lowbeds, Reefers, Side-Panel,
  Curtain-Sides)
- Hazardous / Dangerous Goods (DG) Tankers
- Tipper Trucks (sand/rock/aggregate transporation)
- Half Lorries & Vans (Local Distribution)
- Secured, insured, independent, and spacious warehouses with
cooling and fire system.
- Practical technology tools that delivers visibility, reliability, and
  connectivity:
  - Transportation, maintenance, warehousing, other software
development
  - Tracking devices and GPS
  - Online assets tracking systems with customized reporting
  - Innovative ideas for a climate of perpetual change
Global Logistics guarantees to save significant cost for its customers through tighter management and deeper Logistics knowledge. Some of our clients have seen substantial operational cost savings resulting into greater uptime & productivity.
GLOBAL PRESENCE

GLOBAL CONTACTS

KUWAIT: Tel.: +965 2266 3307 / 5
Fax: +965 2266 3301
E-mail: info@globallogistics.com.kw

UAE: Tel.: +971 50 977 7759

KSA: Tel.: +966 50 310 5253

TURKEY: Tel.: +90 531 2911948
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